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A model of evolution of bipartite quantum state entanglement is studied. It involves the recently
introduced quantum block spin-flip dynamics on a lattice. We nd that for initially separable
states the considered evolution leads, in general, to entangled states. We also present a complete
characterization of two-point correlation functions for that type of dynamics to conrm enhancement
of quantum correlation for the considered system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The global dynamics of interacting classical particle system is given by continuous-time Markov processes on certain
spaces of conguration of particles.1 Turning to the quantum theory one wants to have analogous structures with
similar nice applications to concrete models. We recall that a general description of nonequilibrium dynamics of
quantum systems demands quantum counterparts of such stochastic Markov dynamics. Furthermore, the eorts to
understand the nonequilibrium dynamics of quantum systems, including, in particular, the construction and study
of quantum dissipative semigroups, are as old as the equilibrium theory of these systems. Although on the abstract
level a quite well developed theory exists (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]), the progress in concrete applications to non-trivial
quantum systems is relatively slow. One of the main problems in this domain is how to construct (explicitly!) a
translation invariant semigroup on a (noncommutative) set of observables which not only preserves essential algebraic
properties of this set but also satises a detailed balance condition.
In the series of papers ( [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]) B. Zegarlinski and one of us have shown that it is useful to employ the
generalized quantum Liouville space technique (so quantum Lp-spaces) to overcome the above mentioned diculty. In
particular, they used it to construct and study stochastic dynamics that satises a detailed balance condition in some
appropriately chosen quantum L2-space associated to a given Gibbs state. They were also able to dene, explicitly,
generators of stochastic dynamics of jump type using generalized conditional expectations. The approach has proved
to be very fruitful in the sense that it led to the broad class of interesting dynamical maps, e.g. to quantum analogues of
Glauber and Kawasaki dynamics. Moreover, this technique appeared to be useful in the analysis of ergodic properties
of such quantum evolution. We recall that one of the essential ingredients of Lp-space approach to quantum jump
type dynamics is to consider a region I (usually nite) and its environment II . Then, performing an operation over
I (e.g. a block-spin flip or a symmetry transformation) one is changing locally the reference state. Such a change
can be expressed in terms of generalized conditional expectations. Guided by the classical theory, one can dene,
now in terms of generalized conditional expectations, the innitesimal generator of quantum dynamics. It is worth
pointing out that such a dynamics is the result of local operation (associated with local knowledge about the system).
Thus, employing the Lp-space technique enables us to construct (explicitly!) the new class of quantum stochastic
dynamics. Having dened dynamics, we should pose a natural question of its nontriviality. Under this notion we
understand, rst of all, that innitesimal generator of such dynamics is not a function of the hamiltonian of the
considered physical system. This requirement arises in a natural way from the methodology of constructing stochastic
dynamics sketched in the preceding paragraph. In fact, it has been shown [11] that generators dened within the
presented Lp-space setting satisfy the above specication. On the other hand, in order to conrm that constructed
dynamics are interesting, genuine quantum counterparts of classical dynamical maps, it is necessary to study evolution
of entanglement and correlations as the measures of coupling between two subsystems (cf. [12], [13], [14]), caused by
local (e.g. block-spin flip) operations. The main goal of this article is to investigate the evolution of entanglement for
block-spin flip dynamics. To this end we use two dierent approaches. In section III we consider an explicit example
of low-dimensional system, showing that the block spin flip dynamics leads to the entanglement of the initial separable
quantum state. In section IV we study some properly chosen correlation functions and show that an enhancement
of quantum correlation is typical for the considered dynamics (see Proposition IV.6). We should also emphasize that
in our case there is no point in considering such notions as decoherence. Although the region I over which we
perform a local operation (e.g. a block-spin flip) can be macroscopic, we do not deal with the collective observables.
This means that studying the evolution of entanglement as well as the correlation functions is the proper tool in
investigating genuine microscopic properties of the considered quantum dynamics. These two approaches, however,
are not equivalent. It is well known that if at least one of the two subsystems is a classical system (i.e. the underlying
algebra of operators is a commutative one), there is no entanglement, even if the second subsystem is a purely quantum
one. On the other hand, studying the correlation functions can "detect" quantum properties of the block-spin flip
dynamics also when either of the two subsystems is a classical one (cf. Proposition IV.4). Thus, the correlations based
approach is a more "subtle" tool as far as we examine the problem of the considered dynamics being the genuine
quantum map or not.
Turning back to the block-spin flip dynamics, it is natural to expect that this dynamics express a coupling between
the region I and its environment II . Indeed, the results of Section III and IV say that the considered dynamics
leads to enhancement of correlations. This means that the eect caused by the block-spin flip operation is strong,
and it leads to coupling between two subsystems, therefore to strong interactions. This enables us to interpret our
1We recall that Markov processes can dene Markov semigroups and each Markov semigroup corresponds to a Markov process
(cf. [1]).
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result as a clear evidence that Lp-approach to quantum dynamics is working well in the sense that it leads to a fruitful
recipe for explicit construction of interesting genuine quantum counterparts of classical dynamical maps.
Finally, we would like to remark that our results have been obtained for a low-dimensional model. Therefore, the
expected and described properties of block-spin flip type dynamics follow exclusively from the noncommutativity of
the underlying algebra of operators and have nothing to do with any transition from a nite to an innite model via
thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, we would like to emphasize that the presented theory has a fairly straightforward
generalization to the innite dimensional case as well as to other quantum jump processes.
II. QUANTUM BLOCK SPIN-FLIP DYNAMICS
In the general approach to quantum jump-type dynamics of quantum systems on a lattice it is convenient to consider
rstly the nite volume case - a system associated with a nite region , and then to perform the thermodynamic
limit with  going to Zd (where Zd denotes d-dimensional lattice). To simplify our exposition as much as possible
we restrict to the essential ingredients of the nite volume case (for a general description see [7], [9], [10]). Namely,
we shall consider a composite system I + II associated with a region  = I [ II , where i, i = I; II are disjoint
subregions of the lattice Zd. To have a concrete dynamical system we will describe the construction of the block
spin-flip dynamics related to the region . To this end, we associate with I (II) the nite dimensional Hilbert
space HΛI  H1 (HΛII  H2) as the space of its pure states, the set of density matrices S1 (S2) and the set of all
bounded linear operators B(H1) (B(H2)), as the algebras of observables. Thus, the composite system  is described
by H1 ⊗H2, S1 ⊗ S2 and B(H1)⊗ B(H2) = B(H1 ⊗H2), respectively.
To describe systems with interactions it is enough to single out interaction potentials associated with region  (I , II




We recall that  is an invertible operator, i.e. −1 exists.
Guided by the classical theory, where conditional expectations serve for the construction of jump type stochastic
processes, we will use their non-commutative generalizations to dene the innitesimal generator LΛ,ΛI  L of the
corresponding quantum spin-flip semigroup where the "block spin flip" was carried out on I ( ). Therefore let us









with Tr1 denoting the partial trace (over the Hilbert space H1). Using the above dened conditional expectation E
we can introduce the following operator L dened on B(H1 ⊗H2) by
L(A) = E(A)− A
for A 2 B(H1 ⊗H2). Given a state !ρ, dened by a density matrix , !ρ = Tr(()), one can dene on B(H1 ⊗H2)




 Tr( 12 A 12 B
Then, one can verify that
(B(H1 ⊗ H2); hh; iiωρ is a (quantum) Hilbert space (which can be called the quantum






It easily follows that the following semigroup TΛt ( Tt) = exp(tL) is a well dened Markov semigroup such that it is
self-adjoint on the quantum Hilbert space, the state !ρ is invariant (with respect to Tt) and Tt can be represented as
the sum of the following convergent series:
I + tL+ t
2
2!
L2 +   
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III. EVOLUTION OF ENTANGLEMENT
In this and in the next section we will look more closely at the time evolution of quantum correlations. Here, we will
present the simplest nontrivial example clearly showing that quantum dynamics can produce this type of correlations.
We will analyze a 2  2 system with block spin-flip dynamics. Thus, H1 = C2 = H2 and the Hilbert space of the





1 ⊗ 1 + 2 ⊗ 2

x2 = 1 ⊗ 2





1 ⊗ 1 − 2 ⊗ 2

One can easily check that fxig4i=1 forms the orthonormal basis in C4. Let us dene a faithful density matrix  on C4





xi〈xi i > 0; 4X
i=1
i = 1 (3.2)
We will need the following
Proposition III.1 Let H1;H2 be Hilbert spaces. For every x; v 2 H1 and y; z 2 H2 we have: Tr1
(x⊗ y〈v ⊗ z =
(x; v)
y〈z, where Tr1 is the partial trace over H1 in H1 ⊗H2 and (; ) denotes the scalar product (in H1).
Proof. Straightforward calculation.
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Now, let us consider the quantum spin-flip type dynamics Tt for our model. Its innitesimal generator is dened as:













f 2 B(H1 ⊗H2)
Let us recall some basic properties of that type dynamics:
(a) Tt is dened in terms of quantum space L2(A; e) for some faithful state e. Here, A  B(H1 ⊗ H2), and e = 
(given by (3.2)).
(b) Tt has the Feller property, i.e. A  L2(A; ) and TtA  A.
Thus, we are in position to study the following duality problem: We may consider the time evolution Tt as the family
of maps Tt : A ! A, then we can apply the standard equivalence between Schro¨dinger and Heisenberg picture to









for any state  and any observable f . Therefore, we are able to describe explicitly the time evolution of states for
that type of dynamics, which is given by the following mapping:




+    (3.4)

































− 12 Tr1(Tr1− 12  12 (3.5)
Let us put  = I ⊗ II , and recall that  was dened by (3.2). Obviously
Tr1 = 1I ⊗ II (3.6)
Using Proposition III.1 we can easily calculate Tr1() =
P4
i=1 iTr1jxiihxij. We have




Tr1j1 ⊗ 1ih1 ⊗ 1j+ Tr1j1 ⊗ 1ih2 ⊗ 2j+







(j1ih1j+ 2ih2j = 12 1II
For simplicity, we will denote 1I and 1II briefly by 1 when no confusion can arise. Analogously:
Tr1jx2ihx2j = Tr1j1 ⊗ 2ih1 ⊗ 2j = 1⊗ j2ih2j
Tr1jx3ihx3j = Tr1j2 ⊗ 1ih2 ⊗ 1j = 1⊗ j1ih1j














































1⊗  121 j1ih1j+  122 j2ih2j 
























Using (3.1) and performing some lengthy calculation one can obtain:
Ed
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2 + b2( 121 +  124 2j2ih2j ⊗ j2ih2j+
+a13j2ih2j ⊗ j1ih1j+ b22j1ih1j ⊗ j2ih2j
Now, we assume that 2 = 3 which implies 1 = 2 = . Then,
Ed
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2 + b( 121 +  124 2j2ih2j ⊗ j2ih2j+
a2j2ih2j ⊗ j1ih1j+ b2j1ih1j ⊗ j2ih2j

We will need the spectral decomposition of Ed
(
I ⊗ (aj1ih1j + bj2ih2j)

. Performing some easy but tedious





with e1 = + e2 = b2 e3 = a2 e4 = −
where
 =















2 + b( 121 −  124 2 B := 1 − 4 C := a( 121 −  124 2 + b( 121 +  124 2
while fyig4i=1 is the orthonormal basis dened as below:
y1 = +1 ⊗ 1 + +2 ⊗ 2
y2 = 1 ⊗ 2
y3 = 2 ⊗ 1










X2  (A− C)X
The above decomposition of Ed() is well dened for 1 > 4. In particular, we have  > 0, ;  6= 0.
Now, we are in position to examine the separability of the state Ed
(
I ⊗ (aj1ih1j + bj2ih2j)

. We will use the
simple argument presented in [15]. Dene:
Ed0 () = e1jy1ihy1j+ e4jy4ihy4j
We observe




Ed0 ()1 ⊗ 1; 2 ⊗ 2







where Aj (Bj) are positive operators in B(H1) (B(H2)). Then,

























turns out to be entangled. Since the initial state  is obviously separable, we can draw the conclusion that within the
perturbation calculus in the rst order a separable state  evolves to the entangled state (1− t) + tEd().
IV. FACTORIZATION OF TWO-POINTS CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
To get additional evidence to prove that fTtg are genuine quantum maps, we will examine correlation functions.
Again, we will restrict our attention to the simplest nontrivial case. Namely, as before, we will consider a (nite
volume) composite system I + II, block spin-flip dynamics Tt, and instead of the entanglement of a state we will



















Tr(L(f)gt +   
where L(f) stands for the innitesimal generator of Tt. The last equation in the above expression comes from the





will describe dominating changes of the chosen dynamics for small times. To x simple initial conditions we assume







with Ii and 
II
i being the states of the subsystem I and II, respectively. From now on we make the assumption that
the density matrix  is an invertible one. This assumption stems from the general strategy of constructing quantum
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maps, namely, we associate quantum Hilbert space L2(A) with a given Gibbs state. Obviously, any Gibbs state
has this property. We also note that if  is an invertible density matrix, then Tr1() has this property too. This
observation will be used throughout this section. We also assume that f and g are of the form:
f = F ⊗ idH2 ; g = idH1 ⊗G
























The factorization of the correlation function (4.2) may be interpreted in such a way that for the observables F , G and
the separable state , the composite system I + II exhibits only classical correlations. Now, we return to (4.1). It is



























we would have a "classical" evolution. Otherwise, we may conclude that the considered dynamic is a genuine quantum
one as it "destroys" the classical correlation. We will show that a factorization similar to that given by (4.2) does
not have to take place, i.e. the "classical" correlations of the physical system do not survive the quantum evolution.
To prove this, rst we must nd the general form of the correlation function (4.3). Let us emphasize that the local
spin flip operation is encoded in terms of generalized conditional expectation E, which is, in turn, a function of .
Consequently, the function dependence of E on  is responsible for the non-trivial behaviour of correlations.
As a result of longish (however not dicult) calculations we get the following characterization of the considered
correlation functions:
Let f’i ⊗ jg be the orthonormal basis of H1 ⊗H2, where f’ig is arbitrary orthonormal basis of H1 while the basis





























’q ⊗ s  12pqrs := 〈’p ⊗ r 12 ’q ⊗ s (4.5)
Moreover, eaj are the eigenvalues of Tr1().
A. General characterization of factorization
In order to examine the just described correlation functions, as before, we assume that , I and II (with or
without indexes) denote states on H1 ⊗H2, H1 and H2, respectively.




i ⊗ IIi is
decomposition of the state  iff
(i)
P





i ⊗ IIi = 
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2Although every separable density matrix on H1 ⊗ H2 has an innite number of decompositions, it turns out that




is not dependent on a particular choice of the decomposition of , which is of great importance because it
allows us to examine the factorization for any decomposition of  with conclusions valid for any other decomposition.




i ⊗ IIi , f = F ⊗ idH2 , g = idH1 ⊗ G, dimH1 = n, dimH2 = m. Then,





can be factorized for the
particular decomposition if and only if it can be factorized for any other decomposition. In other words, if  =PN
i=1 i
I
i ⊗ IIi and  =
PeN
j=1





































i ⊗ IIi be the rst decomposition of . The matrix  can be written in the form  =P
klpq klpqR
I
kl ⊗ RIIpq with klpq 2 C, fRIklg = fj’kih’ljg and fRIIpqg = fjpihqjg, where f’igni=1 and fjgmj=1 are
arbitrary orthonormal bases of H1 and H2. Moreover, coecients klpq have the proper factorizations. Considering
another decomposition  =
P
j
ej eIj ⊗ eIIj , we can write an analogous expression:  = Pklpq eklpqRIkl ⊗ RIIpq . Again,
coecients eklpq have the corresponding factorizations. One can easily check that 8k,l,p,q klpq = eklpq . To deduce one
decomposition from another, it is enough to observe the following equalities:
(
11 +22
⊗ e = 11⊗ e+22⊗ e
(or b⊗ (11 + 22 = 1b⊗ 1 + 2b⊗ 2) with i; i scalars, and take into account the linearity of trace as well



























  Pklpq eklpqTr1(RIklF Tr2(RIIpqG









which concludes the proof.
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As the next step of mathematical framework for characterizing of correlation functions, we want to give the necessary
and sucient condition for the factorization of such functions.




i ⊗ IIi and f = F ⊗ idH2 , g = idH1 ⊗G, dimH1 = n, dimH2 = m. Let f’igni=1
be arbitrary orthonormal basis of H1 and fjgmj=1 be orthonormal basis of H2 such that e  Tr1 is diagonal. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:







































If the condition (ii) holds for some basis f’ig then it holds also for any other basis fe’ig (basis fjg unchanged!).
Conversely, if (ii) does not hold for given basis f’ig then it does not hold for any other basis fe’ig.







































































’k〈’l and G = j〈i with k; l; j; i arbitrary, it is easy to verify that the right-hand sides of
the last two expressions equal if and only if (4.6) holds.
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B. Factorization and quasi-classicality
It turns out that the sucient conditions for factorization of correlation function can be connected to the ’quasi-




i ⊗ IIi is
given decomposition of a separable density matrix, then  can be considered as classical if fIi g and fIIi g are abelian
families of density matrices. Below, we dene weaker conditions for families of density matrices, which are essential
for the subsequent considerations.
Definition IV.2 Let H be the Hilbert space, dimH = n. Let figNi=1 be a family of density matrices on H and figNi=1
be (strictly) positive numbers (i > 0), such that
PN
i=1 i = 1. Define 0 :=
P
i ii. Let fjgnj=1 - orthonormal
basis consisting of eigenvectors of 0 and fcjgnj=1 - corresponding eigenvalues. We will say that the family fig
is K-quasi-abelian (1  K  n) if and only if the following condition holds: there exists the partition fApgKp=1 of
f1; 2; : : : ; ng, jApj  1, such that:
(i) for any p 2 f1; : : : ; Kg and r; s 2 Ap we have cr = cs and for any r 2 Ap; s 2 Aq if p 6= q then cr 6= cs





It is an easy observation that if jApj = 1 for some p, then the corresponding vector p is the common eigenvector for
all the matrices i. This means that the number of sets Ap in the partition fApg with the cardinality one equals the
number of common eigenvectors for all the matrices i. In particular, if fig is K-quasi-abelian for K = n, then it is
abelian in traditional sense.
On the basis of the above denition we can formulate the sucient conditions for factorization of the correlation
function using the above type of commutativity properties of the families fIi g and fIIi g.




i ⊗IIi be a separable density matrix and f = F ⊗ idH2 , g = idH1⊗G, dimH1 = n,
dimH2 = m. Then the following implication holds:0B@ There exists decomposition  =
PeN
j=1
ej eIj ⊗ eIIj such that one of the conditions is satisfied:
(i) feIIj g is K-quasi-abelian (K < n) and feIjg is abelian




















(factorization of the correlation function)

Proof. We will prove the implication assuming (i). One can prove the statement under (ii) by similar reasoning. Let




ej eIIj  Tr1() is diagonal in the basis fjg. Then, the matrix elements lkij = 0 whenever l 6= k.
The same is true for 
1
2













pkjq = 0 or 
1
2






















we see that it can dier from zero if and only if p = k(= l). Taking into account that due to our specic choice of








kkqi = kkji holds, we can write (4.6) for l = k in the form kkji = kkji
pejj=eii
with ejj := 〈jej, e = Ps eseIIs ( Tr1()). Note that because of the choice of fjg, elements ejj are the
eigenvalues of e. By assumption, the family feIIj g is K-quasi-abelian. This means that either ejj = eii ((4.6) is then




es〈’keIs’k〈jeIIs i = 0 and, of course, (4.6) holds. We have showed that (i) implies (4.6). By































which ends the proof.
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The implication in Proposition IV.3 can be partially inverted. We have




i ⊗ IIi , f = F ⊗ idH2 , g = idH1 ⊗ G, dimH1 = n, dimH2 = m. Assume that
there exists decomposition  =
P
j
ej eIj ⊗ eIIj such that feIjg is abelian. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) For some decomposition  =
P
j
bj bIj ⊗ bIIj we have:



















Proof. ((i) ) (ii)) This implication follows from Proposition IV.3.
((ii) ) (i)) Let f’ig be the orthonormal basis of H1, in which eIj are diagonal and fjg be the orthonormal basis
consisting of eigenvectors of the reduced density matrix e = Tr1(). Then there exists decomposition  = Pj bj bIj⊗bIIj
such that bIj = ’j〈’j (the family fbIjg is abelian). The matrix elements of  are kluw = Pi iikliuw with



































where ejj is eigenvalue of e corresponding to j . Since klji = 0 if l 6= k (which implies  12klji = 0 for l 6= k),









pejj=eii, and Pq  12kkjq 12kkqi = kkji. Hence, if (4.7) holds, then for every
j; i 2 f1; : : : ; mg such that j 6= i we have: if ejj 6= eii then kkji = 0 for k = 1; : : : ; n. But kkji = 0 meansP




l llklji = kkji ) kji = 0 as from the
denition of decomposition 8l l > 0. Thus, the set fbIIi g has the following property: if ejj 6= eii then for every
k 2 f1; : : : ; ng we have (bIIk )ji  kji = 0. From Denition IV.2 it follows that the set fIIi g is K-quasi-abelian for
some K  m.
2
C. Factorization and nondegeneracy of density matrix
The next result provides a criterion for the factorization of correlation functions under the nondegeneracy condition
specied below. To show this equivalence we need the following statement:




i ⊗ IIi , dimH1 = n, dimH2 = m and the matrix elements klji satisfy in some product




ej eIj ⊗ eIIj such that feIjg is abelian (feIIj g is abelian).





(cf. (4.5)). Suppose that





eseIs ⊗ eIIs (4.8)
where
eIs = ’s〈’s eIIs ji =
8<:
1es  ssjimj,i=1 if es > 0
0 if es = 0
One can easily check that (4.8) is a well dened decomposition of  (in particular if es = 0 then ssji = 0 for
j; i = 1;    ; m). Of course feIsg is abelian. The proof of the second statement is similar.
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Now we are in position to give the promised result which shows a relation between factorization of correlation function
and the spectral properties (nondegeneracy) of density matrix.:




i ⊗ IIi , f = F ⊗ idH2 , g = idH1 ⊗G, dimH1 = n, dimH2 = m. Assume that the
reduced density matrix e = Pi iIIi ( Tr1()) has nondegenerated eigenvalues. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) there exists decomposition  =
X
j
ej eIj ⊗ eIIj such that feIIj g is abelian


















Proof. ((i) ) (ii)) This implication follows from Proposition IV.3.
((ii) ) (i)) Let f’igni=1 be arbitrary orthonormal basis of H1 and fjgmj=1 be orthonormal basis of H2 con-
























































s ejjeii| {z }
ρlkji












= lkji ) lkji
(ejj − eii = 0
By the assumption ejj 6= eii, hence lkji = 0 whenever j 6= i. Our Proposition follows then from Lemma IV.1
2
The results of this section provide a natural and intrinsic characterization of the two-points correlation function
for block spin-flip dynamics and for the initial separable state. But one question still unanswered is whether the
factorization or non-factorization of such functions is a genuine property for the considered dynamics. To answer




can not be factorized. Namely, we have the following:



















is dense in eSsep where eSsep = f 2 Ssep : Tr1 is invertibleg.
2
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The proof of Proposition IV.6 is given in Appendix A.
We want to complete this section with the observation that there exists a strict connection between the problem of
factorization of the correlation function and the separability of the square root 
1
2 . Namely:




i ⊗ IIi . If there exists decomposition
P
j
ej eIj ⊗ eIIj such that one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) feIjg is abelian





Proof. Suppose that there exists decomposition
P
j
ej eIj⊗eIIj such that feIjg is abelian (the proof for the case when (ii)








b 12k bIk ⊗ (bIIk  12
Note that  is a linear combination with positive coecients and matrices bIk and bIIk are positive operators. To
complete the proof we must show that  is the square root of . We have:
   =
 X
k
b 12k bIk ⊗ (bIIk  12   X
l
b 12l bIl ⊗ (bIIl  12  = X
kl




b 12k b 12l  bIkkl ⊗ (bIIk  12 (bIIl  12 = X
k
bkbIk ⊗ bIIk = 
2
Note that the above sucient conditions for the separability of the square root of  are essentially weaker than those
for factorization of the correlation function.
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix we give the proof of Proposition IV.6. Let us introduce the following notation: Snd  eSsep,  2 Snd
if and only if the eigenvalues of e = Tr1() are not degenerated, Snf  eSsep,  2 Snf if and only if 〈E(f)gρ can not
be factorized, Sndf := Snd \ Snf .
Lemma A.1 Let dimH1; dimH2 < 1. Then the set Snd is dense in eSsep in uniform topology (equivalently, it is
dense in any operator topology).




ei. Without loss of generality we can assume that only one eigenvalue is degenerated. In particular,
we can assume that e1 = e2. Let  > 0. We will show that there exists b 2 Snd such that jj− bjj < . Take  such
that 0 <  < 12min

;
e3 − e1; : : : ; em − e1}. Dene:
8i=1,...,N bi := i(1− ; bIi := Ii ; bIIi := IIi





Note that b is a well dened density matrix onH1⊗H2. Moreover, the reduced density matrix Tr1(b) = PN+1i=1 bibIIi =e(1 −  + 1〈1 has only nondegenerated eigenvalues be1 = e1, be2 = e2(1 − ); : : : ; bem = em(1 − ), so b 2 Snd.
The lack of degeneracy stems from the choice of  because for all i = 3; : : : ; m we have
ei − e1 > 2 and, evidently,ei  . Now, suppose that be1 = bej for some j 2 f3; : : : ; mg. We have:
be1 = bej , e1 = ej(1−  , e1 − ej = −ej )
) e1 − ej = ej ) 2 <  ,  < 0
which yields a contradiction, since  was assumed to be positive.
To complete the proof we must check that the inequality jj− bjj <  holds. Indeed:




i ⊗ IIi −
N+1X
i=1
















i ⊗ IIi −  bIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1
= 
− bIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1  (jjjj+ jjbIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1jj  2 < 
2
Lemma A.2 Let dimH1; dimH2 < 1. Then the set Sndf is dense in Snd in uniform topology (equivalently, it is
dense in any operator topology).
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can be factorized. Then, from the relation between





such that fIIi g is abelian. We can assume that N equals dimH2 and IIi =
i〈i, where fjg is the orthonormal




ei). Without loss of generality we can assume that eigenvalues of e are ordered decreasingly, i.e.
e1 > e2 > : : : .
Let  > 0. We will show that there exists b 2 Sndf such that jj− bjj < . Take  such that 0 <  < =2. Let f’igni=1
be arbitrary but xed orthonormal basis of H1. Dene:
8i=1,...,N bi := i(1− ; bIi := Ii ; bIIi := IIi
bN+1 := 12; bIN+1 := ’1〈’1; bIIN+1 := 12 ’1〈’1 + 12 ’2〈’2 + i4 ’1〈’2− i4 ’2〈’1





Note that b is well dened density matrix on H1 ⊗H2. Moreover, Tr1(b) = PN+2i=1 bibIIi = e(1−  + 12(1〈1 +2〈2 has only nondegenerated eigenvalues be1 = e1(1− 12, be2 = e2(1− 12, be3 = e3(1− ); : : : ;bem = em(1− ),
so b 2 Snd.
Now we aim at showing that b 2 Sndf . It is enough to show that there is no decomposition b = PN˘i=1 i Ii ⊗ IIi for
which fIIi g is abelian, since due to the relation between factorization and nondegeneracy of density matrix (cf. section
IVC) it is equivalent to the fact that
〈
E(f)g
bρ does not factorize. Suppose that there exists such a decomposition
with fIIi g abelian. We can assume that N equals dimH2 and IIi =
i〈i. Then, we have:
N˘X
i=1














(i Ii − bibIi ⊗ i〈i = bN+1bIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1 + bN+2bIN+2 ⊗ bIIN+2




(i Ii − bibIi ⊗ i〈i = bN+1bIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1 + bN+2bIN+2 ⊗ bIIN+2
Denote the left-hand side and the right-hand side of the above equality by L i P , respectively, we have:〈
’1 ⊗ 1
L’1 ⊗ 2 = 0 and 〈’1 ⊗ 1P ’1 ⊗ 2 = i8 6= 0
which yields a contradiction. Thus, b 2 Sndf .
To complete the proof we must check that the inequality jj− bjj <  holds. Indeed:
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i ⊗ IIi −
N+2X
i=1










1− )iIi ⊗ IIi −
1
2






i ⊗ IIi −
1
2




bIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1 − 12 bIN+2 ⊗ bIIN+2
 (jjjj+ 1
2
jjbIN+1 ⊗ bIIN+1jj+ 12 jjbIN+2 ⊗ bIIN+2jj  2 < 
2
Proof (of Proposition IV.6). The following inclusions hold: Sndf  Snd  eSsep. According to Lemma A.1 and Lemma
A.2, Snd is dense in eSsep and Sndf is dense in Snd, respectively. It means that Sndf is dense in eSsep. Moreover, we
have: Sndf  Snf  eSsep which implies that Snf is dense in eSsep. The proof is completed.
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